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ADVISORY GROUP OF THE BELTANE PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT NETWORK 

11TH  JUNE 2013, SUMMER HALL 

PRESENT  

Prof Mary Bownes (Convenor) (MB)   University of Edinburgh 

Dr Gráinne Barkess    Edinburgh Napier University 

Prof Sarah Cunningham-Burley (SCB)  University of Edinburgh  

Ben Dipper (BD)      Scottish Government  

Sophie Dow (SD)      Mindroom  

Prof Bob Fisher (BF)       University of Edinburgh  

Donald Jarvie (DJ)       Scotland’s Futures Forum  

Louisa Lawes (LL)                                                        IAD University of Edinburgh  

Prof  Lesley McAra    University of Edinburgh 

Prof Stuart Monro (SM)    Our Dynamic Earth  

Dr Heather Rea (HJR)                      Beltane Network  

Dr Laura Wicks (LW)*    Heriot-Watt Engage 

* Representing Prof Alan Miller (Heriot-Watt University) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

APOLOGIES 

      Prof Isobel Davidson                                                  Queen Margaret University  

      Prof Alan Miller                                                           Heriot-Watt University 

      Dr Jon Turner                                                              IAD University of Edinburgh 
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1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION (MB)  

MB welcomed the group to the unusual surroundings at Summerhall.  

2. ACTION UPDATE (HJR) 

HJR presented the action update report. Specific points included: 

Business plan model has been adopted by all partners to 2015 

 Cost recovery model is being piloted in the College of Science and Engineering at the 

University of Edinburgh, with a view to implementing this to all interested partners in 

2015/16. 

3. BELTNATE PROGRESS REPORT (HJR) 

HJR presented the Beltane progress prezi: http://tinyurl.com/BeltaneProgressJune2013  

This raised discussions on the following subjects: 

FELLOWSHIPS 

Use of themes seemed to be unsuccessful, as there were a low number of applicants.  The 

following discussion raised the importance of showcasing outcomes (including benefit to 

careers and REF impacts) of the fellowships to schools and externally.  The interviews were 

considered to be a positive addition to the process, however, care needs to ensure that 

newly appointed fellows follow up on what is agreed during the interview. 

ACTIONS: HJR to reconsider use of themes, continue with interview process, but actively 

follow up on commitments made during interviews. 

COMMUNICATION 

The website hasn’t been a priority but the team will put updates from advisory group 

members on-line. 

ACTION: updates to be supply in electronic form in future 

HJR noted that membership of the website and mailing lists was growing and the Annual 

Gathering sold out. It was speculated that this was because of: the venue (Summerhall); the 

minihack an experiment in co-creation which attracted a lot of attention; and the arts-

science link. 

http://tinyurl.com/BeltaneProgressJune2013
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The group noted that there was much Beltane and PE activity but felt there needed to be 

more visibility. It was suggested the PE be a standing item on the agenda of research 

committees. BF invted HJR to give 15 min talk to CSE research committee. 

ACTION: BF to include Beltane on CSE research committee agenda  

UPDATES FROM ADVISORY GROUP MEMBERS: 

SCOTLAND’S FUTURES FORUM (DJ): 

SFF are working with two major themes Wellbeing Series – looking to embed in public policy 

and Social Finance – preventative spend. 

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE AND VETERINARY MEDICINE, UOE (SCB) 

CMVM have appointed a new PE Coordinator. Noted couldn’t find PE on the University of 

Edinburgh’s website. Lots of activity among scientists, However there is a need improved 

communication.  Suggested that Beltane Roadshows would work in CMVM. SCB will send 

HJR details about Seminar on Schools Interaction project. 

COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES (LM): 

Global Justice Academy being launched and there will be a  MOOC on Justice. 

Law are developing a student let Partnership working course focusing on working with 

women offenders.  The course is awaiting approval. 

The Free legal advice scheme contines to have a huge demand and is being expanded.  It 

contributes to a credit within diploma.  Both UG and PG level students are involved. They 

will now also be working with children in custody disputes and approached by women's aid 

& victim support. 

Innovative learning week activies could be bigger/more ambitious and involve community 

engagement. (eg Giant CLUEDO game) 

Independence research includes work engaging with 16-17 year olds. 

ACTION: LM to request a weblink to Beltane site  
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IAD (LL) 

Working closely with Beltane 

IAD organized the UoE 3 minute thesis completion which originated at the University of 

Queensland. Participants use 1 slide, speaking to non-specialist audience.  Beltane provided 

contacts for compere and judges. This Will be an annual event 

MINDROOM (SD) 

 Demand for support has increase 7 fold 

 Need to work on meeting needs so increase is a big issue 

 Publication about learning difficulties will be launched in next 2 months 

 Funded by Scottish Government 

SD and Mindroom are working with the University of Edinburgh on PE project 'The brain is 

bigger than the sky' – funded by Wellcome Trust 

SD authors a Blog http://sophiedow.wordpress.com/ which acts as a bridge between science 

and layperson. 

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (BF):  

The college has EPSRC funded institutional sponsorship for infrastructure 

 Energy focused – Wave power – has PE links 

A third set of Principals Career Development Scholarships are underway , with 1 new PE 

student, 2 from previous scheme and 2 from 1st scheme 

Annual “Science on a Summers Evening”  – Thursday 13th June 

Research in a Nutshell project- videos of academics talking about their research – already 

100,000 views 

EDINBURGH NAPIER (GB) 

Napier has lots of researchers involved in PE and are starting to create network – build 

community – developing case studies. Many staff involved in Bang Goes the Borders and 

Bright Club. The Beltane roadshow visited in April and a Public Engagement Prize launched 

 

http://sophiedow.wordpress.com/
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OUR DYNAMIC EARTH (SM): 

ODE has been Involved in early stages of MSc development. 

ODE had a bid in with Heritage Lottery to fund first gallery which has been successful.  The 

new gallery will be Scottish focused  and be about Hutton. This will involve activities which 

will take across Scotland.  ODE will be looking for volunteers to be involved in 

 Community engagement 

 Social media programme 

The will be a good opportunity to strengthen ODE-University relationship 

SCOTTISH GOVERNEMENT OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR (BD) 

Talking Science funding recently closed – funded 2 Beltane linked projects, including Tales 

from the Tweed. 

OCSA would be interested to see ASCUS partnership developed as a collaborative project. 

OCSA are involved in the European Places Project and hosted an event to connect citizens to 

Policy. Public dialogue can be used as form of evidence. Requested Policy connections in 

Edinburgh Council 

General discussion followed 

The theme of Citizen Science was seen to be important.  SM suggested it would be useful to 

pool information on Citizen Science and look at data gathering processes. SCB mentioned 

that there are good examples of citizen science in the health field. BF noted that energy was 

a good topic for citizen science 

HERIOT WATT ENGAGE (LW) 

HW Engage held its launch event in May and held Beltane Breakfast at HWU – engaging 

policymakers with research.  The Third annual Principals Prize for PE applications are 

currently being receive. The main aim of HW Engage is to learn and disseminate PE 

happening across HWU to support and promote. HW Engage are working closely with 

Beltane to achieve aims. 
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EVALUATION WORKSHOP  

Cut short due to lack of time.  HJR summarized the Theory of Change map developed for the 

Beacon for Public Engagement. HJR felt there was a need to develop ideas of where Beltane 

will be in 3 years. The group provided some ideas of a vision of success of the Beltane in this 

next phase. 

ACTION:  HJR to collate and disseminate central aim of the Beltane 
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